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Context:

• Analysis of appliance ownership of mini-grid users, aiming to provide insights for better demand forecasting

Goal of the study: 

• Understanding the link between household electricity access duration and appliance ownership, and creating a framework
for reliable energy demand predictions. 

Relevance:

• The lack of accurate electricity load prediction in rural mini-grid projects introduces uncertainty, which can negatively impact the 
performance and sustainability of off-grid systems.

• Accurately estimating the adoption and usage of electric appliances over time can provide valuable insights into electricity demand 
forecasting

Introduction



- Previous Studies

• There is a general agreement about the primary factors affecting appliance adoption; nevertheless, the degree

to which appliance ownership and acquisition increase or change over time is not as straightforward.

• Information and communication technology (ICT) appliances are most widely acquired appliances. The 

saturation of phones can be anticipated with an increasing income; however, this may not hold true for other 

household appliances.

Context Analysis

CASE STUDY DATA

Sample: Residential sector - 192 Households

• Appliance ownership and purchase date

• Appliance usage and expenditure

• Socio-demographic characteristics

Rural mini-grid (MG) in Faza Kenya

Operational since 2017



Scientific Methodology Adopted in the Study

- Ordered Least Square Regression (OLS)→ Drivers of appliances uptake

- T-test→ Comparison standard households and households with commercial activities

- K-means Clustering→ Patterns in energy expenditure

APPLIANCE TIER FRAMEWORK:

Methodology 



Descriptive statics

Preliminary results



Factors affecting the highest appliance tier reached

Most significant factors:
• Creation of commercial activities
• Use of microfinance
• Education Level
• Number of rooms
• Income per capita

Preliminary results



Comparison standard households and home businesses

T- test results

Group 0 → Standard Households

Group 1 → Home businesses

Standard households spend about 60% less on electricity 
compared to households with commercial activities

Preliminary results



K-Means Cluster Centroids

Cluster 1 3 2 0

Electricity expenditure 
(Khs/month) 703 825 3115 1800

Number of appliances owned 0,93 4,1 2,4 7,8

Observations 39.5% 32.3% 18.5% 9.7%

Preliminary results

Patterns energy expenditure and appliance uptake in standard households

• Group characteristics are highly heterogeneous
• Clusters 3 and 2 lack correlation between appliances and energy expenditure
• Cluster 0, with very low expenditure and number of appliances, has the oldest 

population 

Other findings:
• Households led by a male as the financial head exhibit higher expenditure 

compared to households led by a female financial head
• Groups 3 and 0 have the highest expenditures on other energy resources 



Conclussions and implications

Households with commercial activities

• There is a discernible time lag in acquiring appliances in a household, with notable increase both in appliances 

owned and energy expenditure associated with having a home business

• A distinct user category for households involved in business activities is required to better estimate

electricity demand growth across rural households

Standard households

• Even when households own several appliances, electricity usage still might remain low. This might be 

explained by the relatively high use of traditional fuels, even after having access to electricity.

• The optimal categorization of standard households can be challenging, even when accounting for socio-

demographic characteristics.

• There is a need to incorporate a usage behavior component that complements appliance ownership, to define 

residential customer archetypes.



Future research

Definition of optimal categorization of standard households, grounded in electricity expenditure patterns

Utilize cross-sectional data with temporal information about appliance acquisition in each household

Identify patterns of appliance uptake over the years

Combine findings of appliance uptake patterns and appliance usage patterns to deepening our understanding of 
electricity demand evolution during the initial years of electricity access within the context of rural mini-grids.

Conclussions and implications
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